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as a network administrator, you should always be looking for ways to improve your security posture. you need to be aware of where your servers are and how they are connected to other computers. you should also be aware of all the threats that are on the
network and how they could affect your network and your users. if you are unsure how to carry out basic security measures, try reading our detailed guides on network security and computer security. theres plenty of information available. if youre in charge of an
organization and your organization is running microsoft lync/skype for business, you are aware that since microsoft lync/skype for business is based on microsofts active directory (ad), it will be impacted by any changes made to ad. you know that if you change
some settings in ad, users may encounter issues such as connectivity issues, or losing their settings and profile. but you also know that if you make changes to the settings of your servers, the information on these servers may not be synchronized with the users
profile. if youre in charge of a company running microsoft lync/skype for business, you should make sure to take the time to read about how the settings in ad are defined and what they mean for users, servers, and the lync/skype for business infrastructure. we
also recommend that you read about the different settings in active directory, and how those settings affect your network. we have also received a few questions about how the default settings in microsoft lync/skype for business may affect your organization. if

youre not sure how to configure this application, you should read about how the settings in ad work. you should also read about the different settings in active directory. in addition to this, if youre wondering what the difference is between the various
communication modes in lync/skype for business, you should read about the various modes. you also need to know how the communication modes effect the users, the lync/skype for business infrastructure, and your organization.
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we are currently working on a new
image for our microsoft rds vdi

environment. this build runs windows
7 x86 along with core apps and is

protected by trend micro officescan.
as im sure many people will know
anti-malware software does not

always take kindly to being imaged.
usually there is either a tool, script

read more hello again! welcome back
to phase 6 of 8 in our migration to

skype for business server 2019. last
time we added the edge server role
to our deployment. in this blog well

be making the big move from pilot to
production! dont be scared though,

because well be discussing
everything youll need to set you up
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for success! also, if you havent
gotten a chance to read through

phases 1-5 i strongly encourage you
to check them out here! we are

currently working on a new image for
our microsoft rds vdi environment.
this build runs windows 7 x86 along
with core apps and is protected by
trend micro officescan. as im sure

many people will know anti-malware
software does not always take kindly

to being imaged. usually there is
either a tool, script or read more
microsoft doesnt consider user
enumeration to be a security

problem. it has demonstrated this by
refusing to fix a well-known user

enumeration timing bug in outlook
web access (owa) for years ( ). it has
likewise refused to fix a similar issue
in microsoft lync/skype for business (
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). in fact, the microsoft security
reporting page states quite clearly

that it does not consider user
enumeration to be a problemits not a

bug, its a feature. we have been
working on a new image for our

microsoft rds vdi environment. this
build runs windows 7 x86 along with
core apps and is protected by trend
micro officescan. as im sure many

people will know anti-malware
software does not always take kindly

to being imaged. usually there is
either a tool, script or read more
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